Abstract—While techniques exist for the rapid prototyping of mechanical and electrical components separately, this paper describes a method where commercial Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques can be used to concurrently construct the mechanical structure and electronic circuits in a robotic or mechatronic system. The technique involves printing hollow channels within parts that are then filled with a low melting point liquid metal alloy that solidifies upon cooling to form electrical traces. This method is compatible with most conventional fused deposition modeling and stereolithography machines, and requires no modification to an existing printer, though the technique could easily be incorporated into multi-material machines. Three primary considerations are explored using a commercial fused deposition manufacturing (FDM) process as a testbed: material and manufacturing process parameters, simplified injection fluid mechanics, and automatic part generation using standard printed circuit board software tools. As demonstration of the ability to embed circuit in RP parts, a differential-drive robot is printed, populated with discrete electronic components, and injected to create a fully functional robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rapid fabrication processes such as stereolithography (SLA) and fused deposition modeling (FDM) have had a profound impact in many domains, including the production of robotic and mechatronic systems. While this impact has been, to date, primarily within the research domain, the build quality and robustness of systems produced using additive manufacturing (AM) techniques is beginning to allow for commercial-grade systems to be produced. When best-practice design rules are followed, (e.g. [1], [2]), high-quality hardware that might take weeks to fabricate by conventional CNC machining processes can be made in days or even hours at a fraction of the cost. This gives researchers an unprecedented ability to iteratively redesign robots based on experiments, and also enables the open publication of complete hardware designs in an easily reproducible form [3]–[5].

Traditionally, electronics for robotics and mechatronics have been done using standard prototyping boards or commercially manufactured printed circuit boards (PCB).

And while there are well-developed processes and design tools for the generation of circuits using these traditional methods, the integration with hardware is almost always done through mounting of the circuit board to the robot hardware and associated cabling during robot assembly. A next frontier in rapid fabrication in these domains is electronic integration. Although processes such as Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM) have been used to create robots with embedded sensors and actuators [6], [7], techniques for rapid fabrication...
of integrated electronics are nowhere near as refined and user-friendly as those for creating mechanisms. For example, the fingers of the iRobot-Harvard-Yale (iHY) Hand [8], [9] integrate electronics by inserting a prefabricated circuit with wiring into a mold before epoxy is cast. In processes such as this, the electrical system is separately pre-fabricated, and care must be taken to ensure that components are placed properly within the mold throughout the entire fabrication process.

In this paper we describe a method of creating a three-dimensional circuit layout directly within the 3D printed part using hollow channels, Fig. 1c, and then depositing conductors directly into those by injecting a low-melting temperature metal that hardens when cool, as seen in Fig. 1b. Along with the fabrication process, we also describe a way to use existing circuit design tools, such as a typical board layout shown in Fig. 1a, to automatically generate the 3D CAD model of a part with the equivalent channels ready for injection. Prior to injecting the metal conductors, the surface of the part is populated with the discrete electronic components, which are then connected and held in place when the conductor hardens. Thus, the part made through the AM process serves as both the structural component of the robot and the printed circuit board. We demonstrate this concept within parts produced on a commercial FDM printer with subsequent injection of liquid metal into channels within the 3D printed parts, but the process is compatible with many commercial AM processes and does not require modification of the machine itself.

The remainder of this paper is broken into several sections. In Section II, an overview of available materials and techniques for rapid fabrication of circuits is presented, in conjunction with the available design parameters for liquid metal injection. Section III lays out the process parameters for liquid metal injection of circuits and the mechanics associated with the travel of liquid metal along channels during injection. Then, Section IV describes the tools and algorithms used to automatically generate the 3D model of the circuit from standard design tools. Section V discusses several experiments comparing the theory presented in Section III with experimental results, concluding with two example parts that demonstrate the features of the liquid metal injection technique. Section VI presents conclusions about this method of rapid prototyping circuits inside of traditional rapid-prototyped parts.

Related Work

The creation of circuits using AM processes is a rapidly evolving research area, and one in which the functional requirements vary significantly depending on the precise niche application. In this section we review both methods of printing conductive structures and materials as well as materials commonly used to create 3D printed circuits.

Conductive materials used for rapid prototyping circuits include slurries and composites, such as carbon nanofiber epoxies [10], carbon black composites [11], conductive silicone [12], conductive paints (such as Bare Paint [13]), and conductive inks like silver nanoparticle inks [14]. Each of these existing materials has its own set of challenges ranging from high cost and difficulty in fabrication, relatively high resistivity, and fabrication temperatures that preclude use with existing methods of additive manufacturing [15].

Other recent methods and materials include free-standing microstructures composed of liquid metal beads have been created using a 3D printer with a specialized extruder [16] and injecting room temperature liquid metal into already-formed structures [17]. Liquid traces such as these would be difficult to keep in place long term with an FDM part due to their porosity, though this work is a good example of high-conductivity, geometrically structured circuit traces, and significant parts have been adapted for the present work.

Early work on rapidly prototyped circuits consisted mostly of depositing capacitors or resistors directly onto printed circuit board [18]. Later, pioneering work in multi-material printing, where the secondary material was conductive silicone, was done by Periard, Malone, and Lipson [12]. This work allowed the circuit to be embedded within the 3D printed part. More recent work has developed a variety of methods for printing circuits on the surface of rapid-prototyped parts, using either conductive SLA materials or filling the channels as a post-print step [19]–[22]. This most recent work was limited to single layer circuits and utilize multiple interlocking parts or multiple faces of the part to implement more complex circuits that cannot be achieved with a single layer.

The work presented in this paper provides an alternative to the existing methods that has the added benefit in that it can (1) be used with existing single-material SLA and FDM printer through a post-print injection step, (2) accommodate multi-layer circuit designs, (3) can be embedded anywhere in the part with only the discrete component on the surface of the part, and (4) circuits can be generated using traditional circuit design tools and automatic conversion to the RP circuit is presented.

II. PROCESS OVERVIEW

The process for creating injected metal circuits is diagrammed in Fig. 2. First, a series of small channels are designed into a solid part, and printed on a FDM printer. These channels are each connected to a single sprue (or injection point) used to fill the channel. Any electrical components making a connection with the channels are inserted through connected holes on the surface of the part. The injection apparatus consists of a syringe pump, syringe, reservoir of liquid metal, two check valves, tubing, and the industry standard slip tip tube fitting. The first bi-directional check valve allows the syringe in the pump to draw in liquid metal when retracting and to infuse liquid to the circuit when moving forward. The second check valve only allows forward pumping so as to keep the tubing primed with the liquid metal.

During infusion, the metal flows through the injection point, fills the channels until reaching the electrical connections at the surface. Traces harden when cooling upon removal from the heated enclosure and act as a solder holding inserted components in place to create electrical connections with component pins. Many of the process parameters must be carefully chosen to achieve successful injections. Material choice, trace sizing, and component insertion are all affected by a variety of other factors – for example, operating
temperature, material properties, and printer settings. This section analyzes the most critical design parameters and provides guidelines that produce repeatable results.

A. Choice of Alloy

The choice of metal for wiring is heavily constrained by the thermal material properties of both the metal and the rapid-prototyped part, as well as the temperature at which injection takes place and the operating temperature of the circuit. The metal must be liquid at a temperature that the printed parts can withstand, but must also solidify at a high enough temperature to be reliably solid at room temperature and when running acceptable amounts of current through the solidified wires. The upper temperature bound was chosen based on the properties of ABS, the plastic most commonly used in FDM printers. This plastic never melts, but becomes soft at its glass transition temperature of 108 °C [23]. The lower bound of the desired metal melting point was chosen to be 50 °C, which is sufficiently far above room temperature that a wire carrying limited current should never melt. Most of the commercially available metals that melt in this range are not pure metals, but eutectics – alloys having the special property of melting at a single temperature rather than gradually melting over a range of temperatures. Of these eutectic mixtures, many are unsuitable because they include highly toxic metals, most notably cadmium.

We chose to use Cerrolow 136, a eutectic mixture of bismuth (49%), indium (21%), lead (18%) and tin (12%) [24]. This alloy melts at 57.8 °C and contains less lead than many of the alternative choices. Cerrolow 136 also has the desirable property of having almost no net volume change (0.0023% per degree Celsius) as it solidifies. This is useful because it does not have a tendency to warp and deform the parts as it cools, or to crack or bubble, creating breaks in the traces.

Cerrolow 136 has a resistivity of 7.081e-7 Ω-m, which is higher than copper (1.68e-8 Ω-m) but typical of many solders (~1.45e-7 Ω-m), and certainly much lower than many carbon-polymer composites [10]–[12]. A 0.8×0.8 mm² trace, equivalent in area to a 19 AWG copper wire, has approximately the same resistance per meter as copper wire between 35 and 36 AWG,

$$\frac{R}{L} = \frac{\rho}{A} = \frac{7.081e^{-7}}{6.4e^{-7}} = 1.11 \frac{\Omega}{m}$$

(1)

where \( R \) is resistance, \( L \) is the length of the conductor, \( \rho \) is the conductivity of the Cerrolow 136, and \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the conductor. Such a wire is rated by the National Fire Protection Association at between 0.21 and 0.27 Amperes continuous load [25], which is sufficient for supplying power to sensors, microprocessors and other discrete components, as well as power to small motors.

B. Trace Size and Spacing

The size of the traces used in the parts is partially governed by the size of the channels that can be printed into parts and partially governed by the properties of the liquid metal used. The minimum feature size on a commercial grade FDM printer is 0.36-0.63 mm, and it was experimentally determined on the authors’ Fortus 250mc (Stratasys, MN, USA) that channels smaller than 0.8×0.8 mm² exhibited occasional blockages due to unpredictable print irregularities and variability in actual dimension. For reliability, a minimum profile of 0.8×0.8 mm² and a maximum profile of 1.6×1.6 mm² were used throughout all experiments. Fig. 3 shows two different potential channel orientations with respect to the manner in which FDM layers are deposited. Most FDM printers allow a nominal amount of overhang before it requires support material to fill in the gap left by a void. At the larger 1.6×1.6 mm² channel size, the square channel on the left in Fig. 3 would require support material. No support material would be required regardless of channel size for the diamond shaped channel shown on the right of Fig. 3. Channel geometries that would require support material are avoided and the diamond shape is used through all experiments.

The spacing between traces was bounded from below by the tendency of the liquid metal to leak between channels, and consequently create a short circuit, if the separation becomes too small. To avoid this, the circuit channels were spaced at twice the minimum feature size, so that two contours of solid ABS lay between them. When possible, four contours were used to further prevent leakage between channels. Fig. 4 depicts the spacing used, where yellow represents the deposited contours with two channels on either side.
C. Injection and Venting

Both the syringe full of liquid metal and the printed part must be fully above 57.8 °C in order to ensure that the injection process is reliable. Otherwise, the liquid metal can solidify midway through the infusion of a trace, causing a blockage and a failure to reach all components connected to the trace. In practice, this is accomplished by keeping both the syringe and the printed part in the heated enclosure of the 3D printer during injection. Most commercial printers hold their enclosures at 75 °C. If each outlet at a component pin is properly vented, a small amount of material should be visible at the completion of the injection process. If any blockage occurs during injection, whether due to solidification due to cooling or due to a print error, the possibility of leakage increases due to the semi-porous nature of fused deposition manufacturing and the increase in pressure may be sufficient to force the liquid metal through small features that would not appear porous at lower pressures.

When multiple traces branch out from a single injection point, it is crucial that the ends of each branch be properly vented to allow air to escape. This is usually accomplished by making sure that the holes in which components are inserted are loosely fit around the component pins or wires. It is also beneficial to avoid large differences in length between branches of the trace, as short branches may then overflow and leave long branches unfilled. The injection point may need to be judiciously placed to accomplish this. Section III presents models and simulations for injections including branching based on the volumetric flow rate down each branch and Section IV present an algorithm for determining the appropriate cross-sectional area of each channel segment to ensure that the advancing liquid metal reaches all of the vents and component pins simultaneously, thus eliminating spillage.

III. INJECTION FLUID MECHANICS

One key objective for the liquid metal injection is to do a single injection for each portion of the circuit that has equivalent electrical potential (a “node voltage” in circuit terminology) such that the liquid metal reaches the outlet at the pins of the discrete components simultaneously. In order to achieve this goal, factors such the volumetric flow rate of the injected metal, the length and diameter of each channel, and the topology of the branching channels from injection to vent must be considered.

A simplified model for the advancing fluid is based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, which describes the relationship between the pressure drop in a fluid flowing through a cylindrical pipe,

$$\Delta P = \frac{128 \mu Q L}{\pi d^4}$$

where $\mu$ is the dynamic viscosity in Pa·s, $d$ is the channel diameter in meters, $L$ is the fluid length in meters, and $Q$ is the volumetric flow rate in $m^3/s$. The entire term $R$ can be thought of as the fluid flow resistance. That is, the pressure drop along the channel is function of the resistance to flow and the volumetric flow rate. The average fluid velocity can be computed from the volumetric flow rate as

$$V_{\text{ave}} = \frac{Q}{A} = \frac{4}{\pi d^2} Q.$$  

Several simplifying assumptions are made to the model: (1) any oxidation and other effects that occur at the advancing fluid front that may cause the fluid advancement to not be accurately described by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation are neglected, (2) pressure drops that occur at branching junctions and at changes in the channel diameter are neglected, (3) the pressure drop between the advancing fluid and the outlet of the trace is neglected due to the fact that the pressure drop due to the ambient air is orders of magnitude less than the pressure drop in the fluid because of the difference in viscosity between the metal and the air, and (4) it is assumed that the syringe pump pushing liquid metal into the channels can exert sufficient force to keep the incoming volumetric flow rate constant regardless of the back pressure. These simplifications could be relaxed in future work, but they facilitate the channel diameter optimization described in the subsequent section, which ensures that the fluid reaches the component pins on the surface of the part almost simultaneously.

Using these assumptions, the relative volumetric flow rate down each of the channels at a branch point can be computed based on the resistance to fluid flow exhibited by
each of the channels. Fig. 5 shows the advancing fluid flow at two different points in time for a series of branching channels. In Fig. 5a, the fluid flow in each of the channel splitting from the main channel would be:

$$Q_2 = \frac{R_3}{R_2 + R_3} Q_1$$ and $$Q_3 = \frac{R_2}{R_2 + R_3} Q_1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

In general, the flow down the k-th channel, $$Q_k$$ can be computed as

$$Q_k = \frac{R_k}{R_k + R_T} Q_{in},$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $$R_k$$ is the fluid flow resistance of the k-th channel, $$R_T$$ is the parallel equivalent fluid flow resistance of all other channels from the branch point, and $$Q_{in}$$ is the volumetric flow rate coming into the branch point. Thus, as an example, the volumetric flow rate $$Q_j$$ in Fig. 5b would be

$$Q_j = \frac{R_2 + R_4 || R_5}{R_2 + R_2 + R_4 || R_5} Q_1,$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

with parallel fluid flow resistance computed as

$$R_{ii} || R_{jj} = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{R_{ii}} + \frac{1}{R_{jj}}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

Experiments comparing simulated fluid flow rates with those from actual injections is presented in Section V.

IV. AUTOMATING CIRCUIT GENERATION

Traditionally, printed circuit boards are designed in specialized computer aided design (CAD) software. In software such as EAGLE PCB (CadSoft Inc., FL, USA) or OrCAD (Cadence Design Systems Inc., CA, USA), this is done as a three step process consisting of (1) schematic capture, (2) board layout, and (3) post-processing of board layout to generate layers, masks, and drill holes. To facilitate the generation of rapidly prototyped circuits using the principles and techniques described in Section II and Section III, an automated procedure to generate 3D printable parts with the embedded circuit in Standard Tessellation Language (STL) format was devised. This MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., MA, USA) software took the output of step 2 above, a .BRD file from the EAGLE PCB, and generated the corresponding STL file representing the circuit.

A key challenge for injectable circuits is the desire to have the injected metal reach all the pins of a particular channel simultaneously. Not only will this limit spillage at the terminals of the electronic components, but will also prevent undesired shorts between components. This is achieved by algorithmically determining the appropriate channel diameters for each section along the injection path to either allow or restrict flow, thus achieving the objective.

The .BRD file format from EAGLE PCB is a human readable extensible markup language (XML) file. Using the XML parsing libraries provided by Matlab the circuit board was parsed into its key features, namely (1) injection points, (2) the starting and ending coordinates and layer of each segment of an electrical trace, (3) vias between layers, and (4) through-holes connecting all layers to the component location on the surface of the board. During the circuit board design process, an additional pin location was added to each of the traces in the circuit to act as the injection point. An example of each of these features is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5. The advancing fluid flow with branching where the branching flow is determined by relative fluid flow resistance in each channel: (a) the first branch point has been reached and (b) multiple branches have occurred.

After a complete trace, or connected set of channels with equivalent electrical potential, was extracted from the .BRD file, Fig. 7a, the list of board features was organized into a tree structure beginning with the injection point and branching to reach each of the component pin locations, shown in Fig. 7b. The tree was then traversed, Fig. 7c, to generate a programmatic CAD representation of the circuit using the open-source OpenSCAD language (www.openscad.org) after which the OpenSCAD software generated an STL file, Fig. 7d, suitable for use in the authors’ FDM printer.

The diameters of each of the segments of a particular trace is optimized such that the liquid metal reaches each component pin with the minimum variance in arrival time. Using the simplified fluid mechanics described in Section III and the parsed tree representation of a trace from injection to all of its component pin outlets, a simulation of the fluid flow including branching was implemented. The inputs to the simulation were the diameters and lengths of each segment within the trace, a simulation time step, the volumetric flow
rate from the injection device, and the topology of the trace from injection to outlets. The output of this simulation was a set of times \( \{t_k\} \) representing the times at which the fluid would begin exiting each component pin outlet hole. Then, a constrained optimization was executed, where the circuit topology was fixed and the optimization was over the channel diameters, \( d_p \). The optimization constraints were a minimum channel cross-sectional area of \( 0.8 \times 0.8 \, \text{mm}^2 \) and a maximum cross-sectional area of \( 1.6 \times 1.6 \, \text{mm}^2 \), with the optimization criterion being the minimization of the variance of \( \{t_k\} \).

\[
\{d_p^*\} = \text{argmin}_{\{d_p\}} \text{var}(\{t_k\}), \quad 0.8 \, \text{mm} < d_p < 1.6 \, \text{mm}.
\] (9)

The algorithm for simulating a single injection is available upon request from the corresponding author. This minimization ensured that we found a local minimum where the time at which the metal reached the component pin outlet holes was small.

V. DESIGN EXPERIMENTS

A variety of design experiments were conducted to validate the proposed method of printing channels into 3D printed parts with subsequent injection of liquid metal. The experiments explored a variety of expected outcomes for repeatability and quality including: (1) the effects of branching and varying channel diameters along the branches, and (2) creating a mobile robot body and circuit using discrete components and the circuit generation algorithm described in Section IV.

A. Branching Channels

To explore the effects of channel diameter on the travel of liquid metal through circuits, a branching test piece, shown in Fig. 8a was created. The advancing head of the liquid metal was tracked in each channel by capturing video of the part during injection and performing background image subtraction to accentuate the visible difference between an empty and full channel. An example trial at three different time intervals during a single insertion is shown in Fig. 10b-d.

The visible-light camera technique used to track the advancing head of the fluid in each channel can only detect fluid flow in the channels aligned horizontal to the camera because it relies on light passing through the thin ABS parts to distinguish between an empty and full channel. So, when...
comparing the simulated and experimental results, we only track the position of the fluid head in each channel as indicated in Fig. 9a.

The simulated and actual injections were compared for three different kinds of channel diameters: (1) constant for all channels, (2) increasing for each successive channel, and (3) optimized based on the simulations using the algorithm from Section IV. Fig. 9b shows the simulation (dashed lines) and experimental result (solid lines) for the branching test piece where all channels were 1.6 × 1.6 mm² in cross-sectional area. The fact that the earlier branches fill more quickly than the simulation suggests may indicate that the pressure drops due to branching, turns, and diameter changes should be incorporated into the simulation. Fig. 9c shows simulation results where the smallest channel has a cross-sectional area of A = 0.8 × 0.8 mm² and each successive channel has a cross-sectional area of 2A, 3A, and 4A, respectively. Finally, the branching test piece with optimized channel diameters is shown in Fig. 9d (d = [1.177, 0.970, 1.474, 1.474, 0.919, 1.348, 1.348, 1.199, 1.168, 1.168] mm, where the segment definitions are given in Fig. 8a as segments A through I₈). This trial, despite experiencing a delay due to a bubble during injection, indicates that optimizing the channel diameters is able to effectively ensure that all channels reach their outlets with the minimum variance in arrival time, compared to the nominal (not optimized) diameters.

B. Differential-drive Robot

The final, more difficult demonstration part was an entire differential-drive robot, depicted in Fig. 1. This robot was printed as a part including the mounting holes for the gear motors, the solid caster, and the circuit near the top surface of the 3D printed part. The circuit consisted of an Arduino Micro, two full H-Bridges (Toshiba TA7291), and headers for power from a battery and to the motors. The part count was low enough to be implemented with a simple two-layer board, yet complicated enough to be a non-trivial demonstration. The circuit was first designed in EAGLE PCB using standard schematic capture (Fig. 1a) where the only additional circuit component that would not normally be included in a schematic design are the isolated pins representing the injection points. This schematic was used to generate a board layout (Fig. 1b), and the autorouting constraints were modified for a minimum of 80mil trace-to-trace distance to ensure the minimum number of contours could be achieved in the FDM printed part. The resulting .BRD file from the board layout process was parsed, the channel sizes optimized, and the 3D printed part was generated in STL format. All of the metal traces were injected into a block of printed ABS, and each trace contained multiple holes for the insertion of component leads.

The population of the circuit, shown in Fig. 1c, was done as part of the injection process where the components were already in place while injecting the liquid Cerrelow 136. After all injections were completed, there was a error where a single pin on each H-Bridge chip had not made a connection (Pin6 of the TA7291 for both ICs). This was corrected by injecting again and allowing more spillage out the other connected holes to ensure the connection at the problematic pins had been made. Any spillage was cleaned
from the surface through light scraping after the part was removed from the heated enclosure and the metal had cooled.

The robot worked as expected and continuous driving showed that the minimal amount of current draw by these motors, approximately 0.1A during normal operation, was low enough to prevent the traces from heating and melting from Joule heating.

VI. CONCLUSION

The goal of this work was the development and dissemination of methods for improving the performance of rapidly prototyped robots. The automated method presented here uses traditional circuit prototyping techniques and translates the results into 3D model appropriate for printing using rapid prototyping methods. As one of the revolutionary aspect of additive manufacturing is the ability to create structures and components that cannot be manufactured using traditional fabrication techniques, RP circuits also have the potential to be transformative in allowing sensing, actuation, and other electronics to be seamlessly incorporated into mechanical components. This particular approach is much less time-consuming than manually wiring and inserting a large number of sensors into a rapidly prototyped device and has the advantage over many other existing RP circuit techniques in that is allows intrinsically multi-layered designs. Considering the benefits reaped so far by experimental robotics from rapid prototyping technology, the development of integrated rapid prototyped circuits is a logical next step. This paper has shown that liquid metal injection is feasible, and has described a set of process parameters that enable anyone with a FDM printer to make printed ABS circuits using existing circuit design tools.
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